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Sentences 5

Which verb fits in the sentence?

     Help me ___ it off.

a. turn   b. teacher  c. office     

1.

2.

3.

4.

Sentences 10

Sentences 15

Sentences 20

Which word in the sentence is a 

verb?

        I walked to the store.  

    a. I     b. walked      c. store 

Which word in the sentence is a 

verb?

              The cat ran.  

    a. The  b. cat  c. ran 

      Which word is a verb?   

    a. bake  b. purple  c. furry 

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Sounds 5

Sounds 10

Sounds 15

Sounds 20

What word do you get when you 

change the beginning sound in 

the verb run to /f/ ?

    

     a. rut   b. fun   c. fat 

What word do you get when you 

change the beginning sound in 

the verb walk to  /t/?

    

     a. walt   b. talk   c. walk 

What word do you get when you 

change the beginning sound in 

the verb sing to /k/?

    

   a. sang   b. sink   c. king 

What word do you get when you 

change the ending sound in 

the verb hit to /m/?

    

   a. tim   b. him   c. mit 

Spelling 5

Spelling 10

Spelling 15

Spelling 20

Spell the verb - cl_ _n. 

hint: to put things away

Spell the verb - c_ _ k

hint: to prepare food

  Spell the verb - d_ _ ce. 

hint:to move to music

Syllables 5

Syllables 10

Syllables 15

Syllables 20

How many syllables are in the 

verb shake ?

    

        a. 1       b. 2          c. 3 

How many syllables are in the 

verb skipping?

    

        a. 2       b. 1          c. 3 

How many syllables are in the 

verb running?

    

        a. 1       b. 2          c. 3 

How many syllables are in the 

verb vibrate?

    

        a. 1       b. 2          c. 3 

Spell the verb - op_n

hint: the opposite of close



VERB TRIVIA

This is a Jeopardy- like game. First laminate all pages and cut out 

the question cards and tally recording cards. The students use the 

game board to take turns choosing a subject and amount. If they get 

the question right, they get the points. If they don’t get it right, they

 don’t get any points. The students must record their answers on the

 tally cards using tally marks to determine who has the most points.



Tally Cards Tally Cards Answers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

a

b

c

a

b

b

c

b

clean

 open

cook

   dance

a

a

b

b


